Store all your bonuses in one app and
exchange them whenever you need!

Wulet - Swap your loyalty points

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to create a new “blue ocean” of possibilities for the market, which will allow
users to trade earned loyalty points (along with unifying user data) and engage those users into
consuming on a whole new level with mutual benefits for all (organizations and customers).
WULET is a blockchain platform that will give its users the opportunity to use cryptocurrency in
everyday life, and businesses the chance to attract new clients and keep their current clientele.

INTERNAL EXCHANGE

MOBILE APP

All loyalty points will be tradable
Exchange rate will be set by the levels of
supply and demand

Easily find the company you need with our
convenient app
Convinient wallet for all your bonus cards
+0,1%

WU-token will serve as a universal
measure among loyalty points

Manage, redeem and exchange your loyalty
points timely

WULET will implement its own internal exchange, where
bonus points of various loyalty programs will be presented.
This will allow customers to decide what bonuses they need,
and companies to keep those loyalty programs that are
already well-known and loved.

WULET is developing an ultimate tool that will help customers
to get engaged in a game, where they are not pressured by
intrusive advertising but receive the most precise offers at the
moment of request/purchase/exchange/receiving loyalty points.

TOKENSALE PARAMETERS

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

Current Stage:

Private Sale
Soft Cap:

55% Program integration with
organizations and product developing

Hard Cap:

8 000 ETH

25% Marketing

49 000 ETH

15% Legal
5% Support

but not less than $15 millions

ROADMAP
2Q 2017
Idea of WULET: Digging into
problems of loyalty programs

4Q 2017
Developing a Blockchain
architecture for the project

2Q 2018
Developing an EOS-based
MVP with partners

4Q 2018
Reporting results
of MVP testing

2Q 2019
Releasing plug&play
integration mechanism
for partners

4Q 2019
Releasing a final
version of WULET
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